
 

 

  

This report highlights achievements made 

since inception of a one-year project 

launched in January 2016. In its quest to 

continue promoting quality education and 

access to secondary education, H.E.L.P. in 

partnership with Artists Project Earth 

(APE) aims to expand its student curricula 

and community engagement to include 

Lake Malawi conservation through Save 

Lake Malawi Project.  
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ACRONYMS 

ASCED  All for Sustainable Community Economic Development 

CISER  Community Initiative for Self Reliance 

CAWS  Central African Wilderness Safaris 

MDM  Mathews, Dinara and Mike Activity Centre 

NGO   Non-Governmental Organisation  

GDP   Gross Domestic Product 

GER  Gross Enrolment Ratio 

H.E.L.P.  Hope, Educate, Love and Protect  

IMF   International Monetary Fund 

IFAW  International Fund for Animal Welfare 

NER   Net Enrolment Rate 

PTA   Parents/Teachers Association 

PTR   Pupil – Teacher Ratio 

SMC   School Management Committee 

TTC   Teachers Training College 

V.A.T   Value Added Tax 
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Introduction  

Lake Malawi, also known as Lake Nyasa 

in Tanzania and Lago Niassa in 

Mozambique, is an African Great Lake 

and the southernmost lake in the East 

African Rift system, located between 

Malawi, Mozambique and Tanzania. It is 

the ninth largest lake in the world and the 

third largest and second deepest lake in 

Africa.  It covers a total area of 22,490 

square kilometers. The lakeshore people, 

particularly those in landlocked Malawi, 

rely on the lake for water, transport, 

recreation, electricity, irrigation, and most 

importantly, fish.  Lake Malawi is home to 

more species of fish than any other lake, 

including about 1000 species of cichlids.  

Pollution and overfishing pose major 

threats to Malawi’s valuable resource, 

Lake Malawi resulting in environmental 

degradation through the loss of species in 

the Lake. Save Lake Malawi Project 

believes it is only by implementing a 

participatory integrated project, which is 

holistic in approach, that this degradation 

can be reversed. Possible solutions for 

consideration included education and 

training, appropriate fish management 

techniques, conservational agriculture, 

catchment area management, and poverty 

reduction through economic and social 

development and human population 

control programs.  All these efforts and 

success of these strategies heavily depend 

on the health of all stakeholders and more 

specifically, their nutrition status which is 

highly attributed to animal (fish) protein 

intake.  

In its quest to continue promoting quality 

education and access to secondary 

education, H.E.L.P. in partnership with 
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Artists Project Earth (APE) aims to expand 

its student curricula and community 

engagement to include Lake Malawi 

conservation through Save Lake Malawi 

Project. This project ran from January to 

December 2016.  

The project mainly focused on increasing 

awareness and education among students, 

households and tourists, of the challenges 

Lake Malawi faces and strategies to 

address them.  

 

 

H.E.L.P.’s Vision 

H.E.L.P. believes it is every child's birthright to provide Hope for a better future through access to 

quality Education and to receive unconditional Love and Protection from disease and illness. To 

one day to see a world in which children from the most impoverished regions have access to the 

quality education, they need to lift their families, their countries, and themselves out of poverty. 

H.E.L.P. envisions a school as not only a safe place that educates students, but also an environment 

that provides students with the necessary foundation to foster future growth to be productive 

citizens and future leaders. 

H.E.L.P.’s Mission 

H.E.L.P.’s mission is to develop the pathway for children living in rural regions of Africa to 

become integral members and leaders in society through quality education. H.E.L.P. is committed 

to cultivating the academic potential of each child through a comprehensive range of opportunities 

in primary school to prepare students for the next level of education, and to support those efforts 

through secondary school scholarships. 

Save Lake Malawi Project Goal 

The Save Lake Malawi project seeks to increase 

awareness in sustainable utilization, development and 

management of Lake Malawi and its wildlife as natural 

resources.  
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Save Lake Malawi Project 

Objectives 

 To increase awareness among tourists, 

students, parents and communities through 

information communication materials and 

informal trainings. 

 To support primary schools with materials 

that will increase students’ knowledge about 

conservation and management of Lake 

Malawi and wildlife. 

 To ensure a clean and tidy environment along 

Lake Malawi by discouraging use of plastic 

bottles and bags along the Lake beaches in 

order to reduce impacts of pollution. 

 To reduce dropout rates from 13.7% to not 

more than 5% in grades I to 7 and to less than 

I0% in grade 8 at primary level; and reduce 

dropout rate from the current 14.9% to not 

more than 5% at secondary level.  

 The project shall stress the need for ensuring 

that Malawi's education system does not 

intensify existing inequalities across social 

groups and regions.  

 The project aims at improving the 

participation of girls and women, children 

with special needs and other disadvantaged 

youths and that of rural communities at all 

levels of the education system. At the 

primary and secondary levels the intention is 

to increase female participation to at least 

52% of the total enrolment. 
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Save Lake Malawi Project Partners 

In implementing this project H.E.L.P. Malawi enjoys the partnership with: 

 The Ministry of Education 

 Ministry of Forestry, Land and Natural Resources  

 Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation and Water Development 

 Department of Fisheries 

 International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) 

 Central African Wilderness Safaris (CAWS) 

 All for Sustainable Community Economic Development (ASCED) 

 Future For All 

 Community Initiative for Self-Reliance (CISER)   

 

Achievements Made  

 

Over 30,000 households have been 

reached 

In order to increase awareness among tourists, 

students, parents and communities about 

conservation of Lake Malawi and wildlife, 

informal trainings, afterschool activities; use 

of information communication materials such 

as t-shirts, brochures and posters; and 

entertainment through big screen(projector) 

video shows.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Power makes this happen – community 
watching conservation movies on 
projector in MDM Centre 
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Over 30,000 households have been reached in Traditional Authorities Chembe and Kalembo.  

6 awareness meetings (1 with teachers; 2 with 

students and 3 with community members) were 

conducted.  During the awareness meetings, the 

public address system was used in order to increase 

coverage. 6000 brochures (both Chichewa and 

English), 200 posters (both Chichewa and English) 

and 100 

t-shirts were 

developed 

and 

distributed.  

 

 

 

 

 

Support for Primary Schools 

It was very important that primary schools in the 

catchment area are supported with materials that 

increase students’ knowledge about conservation and 

management of Lake Malawi and wildlife.  

Nanthomba Primary School has been supported with 

materials such as Sinotec LED Projector, UltraLink 

Professional Projector Screen on Tripond Stand, and 

public address system (PA System) which includes 

Hybrid Professional Speaker System, Hybrid SC8220P 

Professional Powered Compact Mixer and Hoyan 

Servo Motor Control - AC Automatic Voltage 

Regulator, cord and cordless microphones;  and 10 

educational videos that will increase students’ 

Community members including students attending an awareness meeting about Save Lake Malawi 
Project in Traditional Authority Kalembo 
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knowledge about conservation and management of Lake Malawi and wildlife. 

MDM Activity Centre at Nanthomba was electrified 

with solar power. MDM Activity Centre which was 

named after three Mvuu Camp guides, Mathews, 

Dinara and Mike, the co-founders of Nanthomba 

School alongside Jillian Wolstein was constructed in 

2014 with funding from Finelli Architectural Iron & 

Stairs (USA) and electrified this year 2016 with 

funding from APE.  The Centre aims at providing 

space for making slide and video presentations about wildlife conservation, other life skills 

and educational topics. It is also used for afterschool activities, school events and community 

meetings.  

Clean and Tidy Environment along Lake Malawi Beaches 

In an effort to ensure a clean and tidy environment 

along Lake Malawi by discouraging use of plastic 

bottles and bags along the Lake beaches in order to 

reduce impacts of pollution, people living along the 

beaches of Lake Malawi in Traditional Authority 

Chembe had formed committees that ensure a free-

from trash and pollution beach. This is achieved 

through community meetings and voluntary 

cleaning up of the beach twice a week.    

6000 brochures (both Chichewa and English), 200 posters (both Chichewa and English) and 

100 t-shirts were developed and distributed to increase dissemination of information about 

Save Lake Malawi Project Awareness campaign at its peak along Lake Malawi 
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environmental management.  

Dropout rate dropped 

Through more engaging and interesting 

afterschool activities such as big screen video 

shows on environmental and wildlife 

management, the project has managed to reduce 

dropout rates from 13.7% in 2013 to an overall 

4.6% at all levels in 2016. Learners enjoyed 

going to schools and participate in the 

afterschool activities such environmental 

English Class later in the afternoon. Lunch was 

served to all learners who remained for 

afterschool activities.   

Equality across social groups was enhanced 

To ensure that Malawi's 

education system does not 

intensify existing inequalities 

across social groups and 

regions, H.E.L.P. Malawi 

worked with Machinga Teacher 

Training College to bring 50% 

male and 50% female teacher 

trainees at Nanthomba School. It also worked with parents to send their children to school 

regardless of gender. Teachers deliberately involved 50% male and 50% female students in 

afterschool activities conducted in primary schools.   

Participation of girls and women improved 

Participation of girls and women, children with special needs and other disadvantaged youths 

and that of rural communities at all levels of the education system was promoted. Although 

the intention was to increase female participation to at least 52% of the total enrolment at 

both primary and secondary levels enrolment of girls in primary schools has increased by 1% 

from 48% in 2015 to 49% in 2016.  
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Summary of achievements made 

Objective Achievement Comments 

To increase awareness 
among tourists, 
students, parents and 
communities through 
information 
communication 
materials and informal 
trainings 

 Over 30,000 households have been 
reached through information 
communication materials such as t-
shirts, brochures and posters; informal 
trainings; informal meetings, big 
screen video shows and afterschool 
activities. 

 6 awareness meetings (1 with 
teachers; 2 with students and 3 with 
community members) were 
conducted.   

 6000 brochures (both Chichewa and 
English), 200 posters (both Chichewa 
and English) and 100 t-shirts were 
developed and distributed.  

Posters were pasted on 
walls and trees in various 
places such as schools, 
along the road, market 
places and offices. 
Brochures were distributed 
to community members 
who can read and some 
were placed in tourist 
public places along the 
lake such as hotels and 
bars.  

To support primary 
schools with materials 
that will increase 
students’ knowledge 
about conservation and 
management of Lake 
Malawi and wildlife. 

 Nanthomba Primary School has been 
supported with materials such as 1 
LCD projector and screen, 1 public 
address system and 10 educational 
videos that will increase students’ 
knowledge about conservation and 
management of Lake Malawi and 
wildlife. 

 MDM Activity Centre at Nanthomba 
was electrified with solar power. 

 

To ensure a clean and 
tidy environment along 
Lake Malawi by 
discouraging use of 
plastic bottles and bags 
along the Lake beaches 
in order to reduce 
impacts of pollution.  

 6000 brochures (both Chichewa and 
English), 200 posters (both Chichewa 
and English) and 100 t-shirts were 
developed and distributed to increase 
dissemination of information about 
environmental management. This 
ensured a clean and tidy environment 
along Lake Malawi by discouraging 
use of plastic bottles and bags along 
the Lake beaches in order to reduce 
impacts of pollution. By the end of 
November 2016, people living along 
the beaches of Lake Malawi had 
formed committees that ensure a free-
from trash and pollution beach. This is 
achieved through community meetings 
and voluntary actual cleaning up of the 
beach twice a week.  

 

 

To reduce dropout rates 
from 13.7% to not more 
than 5% in grades I to 7 
and to less than I0% in 
grade 8 at primary level; 
and reduce dropout rate 
from the current 14.9% 

 Through more engaging and 
interesting afterschool activities such 
as big screen video shows on 
environmental and wildlife 
management, the project has 
managed to reduce dropout rates from 
13.7% in 2013 to an overall 4.6% at all 
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to not more than 5% at 
secondary level.  
 

levels in 2016. Learners enjoy going to 
schools and participate in the 
afterschool activities later in the 
afternoon. Lunch is served to all 
learners who remain for afterschool 
activities. 

To stress the need for 
ensuring that Malawi's 
education system does 
not intensify existing 
inequalities across 
social groups and 
regions.  
 

 To ensure that Malawi's education 
system does not intensify existing 
inequalities across social groups and 
regions, H.E.L.P. Malawi worked with 
Machinga Teacher Training College to 
bring 50% male and 50% female 
teacher trainees at Nanthomba 
School. It also worked with parents to 
send their children to school 
regardless of gender. Teachers 
deliberately involved 50% male and 
50% female students in afterschool 
activities conducted in primary 
schools.   

 

To improve participation 
of girls and women, 
children with special 
needs and other 
disadvantaged youths 
and that of rural 
communities at all levels 
of the education system. 
At the primary and 
secondary levels the 
intention is to increase 
female participation to at 
least 52% of the total 
enrollment. 
 

 Enrolment of girls in primary schools 
has increased by 1% from 48% in 
2015 to 49% in 2016.  
 

There is an impressive 
response from parents 
and guardians on the 
importance of gender 
equality. More 
sensitization meetings with 
parents through 
community-based 
governance structures are 
required to be enhanced.    
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Challenges 

 

There were a number of challenges implementation of this project faced. Some of the 

prominent ones included:  

 Fluctuation of prices for procurement of PA system. Knowing that the projector and 

PA system were core in this projects, some activities were trimmed to allow 

acquisition of this equipment.    

 Inadequate mobility facilities. H.E.L.P. does have one vehicle which is used for both 

administrative and project purposes. Scheduling of activities in accordance to 

availability of vehicle was very crucial.  
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